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Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. No NE signal input 3. No speed sensor
signal input 3. Short in motor relay 3. Abnormal signal occurs from speed sensor continuously
3. While IG ON 2. Open in speed sensor 3. No sensor output 3. When SR terminal voltage at
computer is 1. Using diagram and carry out parts inspection, power voltage inspection, wiring

and connector inspection. MR terminal voltage at computer is inspection, power voltage
inspection, 1. MT terminal terminal of confirmation. Short in motor relay 1. MT terminal voltage
at computer is ABS ABS When SR terminal voltage at computer inspection. No speed signal 3.
Occurs abnormal signal from speed sensor continuously 3. Open speed sensor 3. Using
diagram and carry out parts inspection, power voltage inspection and wiring and connector
inspection. Power voltage abnormal 1. When vehicle speed is reached from ABS When GL1 or
GL2 output 0. VGS output 4. Momentary missing signal from GL1 or GL2 3. Large difference of
output between deceleration sensor output and vehicle acceleration calculated by wheel speed
3. Always 2. When PMC terminal voltage is 0. When PMC terminal voltage is 4. No change 0.
When noise occurs on PMC terminal 3. When VCM terminal voltage is output of 4. Open stop
lamp switch momentary 3. Actuator motor lock, open motor circuit 1. After electrify to motor is
finished, when motor relay monitor signal is dropped suddenly. Open in Motor or between
motor and MT terminal circuit. Refer to the trouble shooing chart Power voltage abnormal 2.
When degree of steering sensor is VSC S 1. When occurs SSC signal edge 2. Difference
between the steering angle values at edge occurring in SSC signal and the values at edge
occurring in SSC signal after turning the steering wheel one-turn is out of the range from
Deceleration sensor stuck [GL1, GL2] 1. When yaw rate sensor output voltage is not within 0.
Using diagram and carry out parts inspection, power voltage inspection and wiring and harness
inspection. When yaw rate sensor power voltage is 4. When YD signal of yaw rate sensor is ON.
Yaw rate sensor zero point not corrected 1. When initially connecting battery leads VSC P R
signal circuit open is ON. VSC Confirm diagnosis trouble codes on TCCS. NEO signal is 0V or
5V. Engine abnormal. Open or abnormal low of oil reservoir level [LBL-] 1. While IG ON. ECU
malfunction 2. ECU malfunction. While IG ON, during initial check. Open or short in [GL1, GL2].
Deceleration sensor stick. Deceleration sensor installation abnormal. GND front RH wheel Other
terminal output 0V caused by solenoid relay OFF due to fail safe function. NOTE: P 62 , P 63 , P
64 , P 65 , P 77 are parts of electrical fault, no indication with mechanical fault such as stick or
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Open circuit between centre airbag sensor ASSY and front side airbag wiring harness. Open
circuit between centre airbag sensor ASSY and airbag passengers side wiring harness. Short to
the power between centre airbag sensor ASSY and side airbag wiring harness. Short circuit
between centre airbag sensor ASSY and pre-tensioner wiring harness wiring harness. Using
electrical tester with mini test leads, inspect voltage and continuity on the following terminals.
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Jump to Page. Search inside document. Condition Check [Terminal 2. Symptom Lamp symbol]
3. Others P 12 Revolution signal 1. While cranking 2. Engine Engine control computer Crank
position sensor Wiring revolution Unable to rpm or less P restart after 2. No NE signal input
stalled engine Revolution signal 3. After 15 P 3 warmed engine, up engine Abnormal revolution
rpm emission O2 sensor signal P feed [OX1] or more 2. O2 sensor back output control voltage
amplitude is prohibition 21 less than 0. IG ON 2. Open temperature water signal [THW, E2]
circuit or short in temperature Hard cold start, poor Water temperature sensor Wiring and water
drivability connector temperature sensor 3. IG ON Intake temperature sensor 2. After warmed
engine up, revolution Hard Ignition system spark start, plug, ignition coil rpm or more Lean P
unstable abnormal 2. While idling 2. Open or short in 33 senor 10 seconds or more 1. After
warmed up engine, Engine control computer Knock sensor Loosen while driving at rpm or
more, other than P, N range 2. Open or short knocking in Wiring and connector level knock
sensor 3. Misfire unstable idling 93 Engine O Engine control computer Ignitor Wiring and
connector Injector Spark plug Engine control computer Engine control computer abnormal 3.
Name No. Diagnosis condition Inspection area 2. Probable cause 3. When solenoid relay is ON
power elapsed approx. Open in solenoid relay 3. Short in solenoid relay 3. When motor relay is
ON power 2. Open in motor relay connector inspection and check battery 3. When solenoid

relay is ON Using electrical wiring diagram and check 2. Open or short in solenoid parts
inspection, power voltage inspection, 3. Confirm battery voltage is supplied. Missing pulse
signal from speed sensor momentary 3. While Using diagram and check parts inspection,
Inspect wiring and connector Using S tester and calculate and check vehicle speed. Using S
tester and read and check 1. While IG ON connector inspection. Open or short in deceleration
sensor 3. STP terminal voltage computer output 1. While initial check after IG function
inspection, wiring and connector. Always test motor drive Motor lock Computer malfunction 2.
Using S tester and carry out active Computer malfunction Power voltage abnormal 2. ABS 11 C
3. Open in motor relay Using diagram and carry out parts 1. Open or short in solenoid relay 3.
Missing pulse signal from speed sensor C 3. Solenoid relay regulator inspection. No sensor
output change even never once Using diagram and carry out parts 3. When IG1 terminal voltage
is 9. When VCM terminal voltage is 4. When PMC terminal voltage is out of 0. While IG ON lamp
wiring and connector, and parts 2. When IG1 terminal voltage at computer C is 9. ABS 51 2.
Motor lock C Using diagram and carry out parts inspection, function inspection and 1.
Computer malfunction - Refer to the trouble shooing chart Power voltage abnormal 2. Diagnosis
condition Inspection area 5. Probable cause 6. IG1 terminal voltage is 9. No signal receives from
steering sensor. When degree of steering sensor is VSC 31 changed over VSC 32 S 3. When S
IG1 terminal voltage is 9. VSC 34 1. When shift position is P range, and yaw S rate sensor output
voltage is not within 2. When initially connecting battery leads VSC 36 onto battery. C Check
wiring and connector between 2. Open or short fixed ON terminal in P range Using diagram and
carry out parts inspection, power voltage inspection Open in R range and wiring and connector
inspection. VSC 37 3. P rage, 5 seconds or more. R range 2 C seconds or more. ABS warning
lamp turns ON. Engine revolution abnormal [NEO] 1. While TRC is operating. C 3. Confirm
diagnosis trouble codes on TCCS 1. Engine abnormal Check wiring and connector between 1.
When engine abnormal signal output. Confirm diagnosis trouble codes on 3. Refer to symptom
trouble shooting chart. C speed sensor wiring harness 3. Speed sensor rotor Drive vehicle at
more damage. Open or short in [GL1, GL2] ground for 1 second deceleration sensor. Open or
short in deceleration sensor 79 C wiring harness. Open or short in more. When parked, 81 C
cylinder pressure sensor. Open or short in for master cylinder second or more. Open or short in
stop lamp switch. Again, change shift lever into P range. C 1. Open or short in yaw rate sensor.
Open or short in yaw rate sensor wiring harness. Yaw rate sensor installation fault. Open or
short in P range signal wiring harness. Turn steering wheel and then return it to 72 Probable
cause area code to 90 or more from centre and then drive vehicle 1 second or more. Open or
short in Turn steering wheel more 1. Open or short in or steering sensor wiring harness.
Steering sensor installation fault. Connector Terminal No. GND 6 slip indicator lamp approx.
Condition Check [terminal 2. Others 1. Shift lever position other than P, N range, engine
revolution P 42 Speed sensor signal rpm or more. Wiring and connector speed sensor signal
Speed sensor sensor Speed meter No speed sensor signal input Engine control computer
Wiring and connector oil on throttle position 3. While driving with changing gear 2. Solenoid No.
Detected 2 and memorised, Solenoid No. Detected 2' and memorised, Solenoid No. Lock up
vehicle speed area 2. Open or short in lock up 64 3. There is no fault on C2 drum speed NC2
sensor signal speed sensor, solenoid No. Shift lever other than P, N range, while driving, there
is Speed sensor signal P no fault on Speed meter 2. No speed sensor signal input Engine
control computer 3. When oil temperature sensor Wiring and connector oil resistance is 79ohm
or less Oil connector temperature sensor. Pressure control While driving vehicle with and
connector changing gear linear solenoid No. While driving vehicle with control Linear solenoid
No. Open or short in lock up Linear solenoid No. While driving with changing gear between 3rd
and 4th 2. P 65 Open or short in solenoid Solenoid No. Wiring twice Solenoid No. Counter shaft
revolution NC-] rpm or less 3. While engine running 2. B Short to the ground between centre
airbag sensor ASSY and airbag passengers side wiring harness. Short circuit in satellite se
1989 camaro z28
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nsor ASSY drivers side. Centre airbag sensor ASSY internal fault. Side airbag sensor ASSY
internal fault. Open circuit between centre airbag sensor ASSY and pre-tensioner wiring
harness. Condition Connector Carry out Disconnected connector first. Tester 1? Tester 2?
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